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Across

2. Blank is preformed before and after 

gloves are worn

7. Another types of Airborne organism

8. Ball in the wall monitors room

13. Disinfect method for BP cuffs and 

monitor cabels

15. VRE is what type of ISO

16. C stands for in RACE

18. mumps and Infulenza are what type 

of ISO

20. What is number of minutes for 

reporting crical results

21. Essential PPE to be used when 

empying foleys or drains

23. green ball means blank pressure is 

maintained

24. Cdif is what kind of iso

25. We wear N95 mask for what type of 

ISO

27. blank are located across from the 

OR desk and in OPD by the soiled utility 

room

28. E stands for in Race

Down

1. Anesthesia order for dilaudid, 

fentanyl, and morphine for moderate 

pain

3. max temp for blanket warmer in 

degrees F

4. we have 2 blank in PACU, 1 by dirty 

utility and between bays 1 & 2

5. What is used in PACU to prevent 

narcotic diversition

6. another essential form of PPE to be 

used when empting drains

9. another evacuation area incase of 

fire

10. Dry time for PDI wipes is

11. A stands for in RACE

12. in case of fire our evacuation areas 

are

14. Dry time for bleach wipes

17. what should be documented when 

using a cyraphone

19. type of airborne ISO Organism

22. Name of machine that cleans a 

patient room after Cdifg

26. R stands for in RACE


